Product review summarization is a special form of text summarization, which gives a brief summary of an online product review. It is useful for both sellers to get feedback and consumers to make purchase decisions. Compared to traditional well-studied text summarization, product review summarization is highly personalized and targeted. Users have their own styles to write reviews and summaries, and products have different aspects to focus on. In this paper, we explore different ways to leverage the user and product information to help review summarization. Experiments show that our approaches are very effective and our models outperform the strong summarization baselines with a large margin.
have their styles to write reviews and summaries, and products have different aspects to focus on. In this work, we explore different ways to leverage the user and product information to help review summarization. We refer to user and product as attributes in the following of this paper. We choose the encoder-decoder framework and propose four models. The first three introduce the attribute information into the encoder and decoder respectively. The last is a novel model that can fuse the text and attribute information with a memory network to generate the final summary.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• As far as we know, we are the first to use both user and product information in this task. We propose four neural models to address the review summarization task. • Experiments show the efficacy of our models. The first three simple models prove the usefulness of attribute information.
And the last novel model outperforms other models with a large margin.
RELATED WORK
Abstractive text summarization has been studied by many researchers. Rush et al. [13] first propose an abstractive summarization model with a CNN encoder. Chopra et al. [2] propose an RNN-based model. See et al. [14] propose a pointer-generator network with a coverage mechanism. Lin et al. [8] propose a global encoding model. There are few works focusing on the review summarization task. Ma et al. [10] propose a model to jointly perform text summarization and sentiment classification. Recently, Li et al. [5] propose a useraware model for personalized review summarization.
In some other areas, user and product information are proved to be useful. In Natural Language Generation, Dong et al. [3] generate product reviews based on attributes including user, product and rating information. Li et al. [6] generate tips from attributes with an aVAE framework. In Sentiment Classification, Tang et al. [15] first introduce user and product information into the task. Chen et al. [1] propose a hierarchical model with a user and product attention mechanism. As far as we know, we are the first to use both user and product information in the neural summarization task.
BACKGROUND
We choose the pointer-generator network (PGN) [14] as a strong baseline and build our models with the copy mechanism. In this section, we will introduce the background briefly.
Seq2Seq and Attention Mechanism
Given a sequence of words X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }, the encoder encodes it into a sequence of hidden states. In this work, we use the bidirectional RNN with a gated recurrent unit (GRU):
where → h t and ← h t denote the forward and backward GRU hidden states at time t, and [:] represents vector concatenation.
The decoder generates a summary Y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y m } sequentially conditioned on the context vector c and hidden state s:
where f denotes a GRU function, y t −1 is the last word embedding, s t is the decoder hidden state at time t, c t is the context vector at time t. v a , W a , W b and W c are learnable parameters.
Pointer-Generator Network and Copy Mechanism
Traditional Seq2Seq and attention framework cannot generate outof-vocabulary words. To address this problem, See et al. [14] propose PGN with copy mechanism. It allows both copying words from the source and generating words from the vocabulary. At decoding step t, we first compute a generation probability p дen ∈ [0, 1]:
where σ is the sigmoid function. v b and b дen are learnable papameters. Then p дen is used as a soft switch to choose between generating a word from the vocabulary with P vocab , or copying a word from the input sequence using the attention distribution α t :
P(y t ) = p дen P vocab + (1 − p дen )P copy (8) PGN model also uses the coverage mechanism to address the repetition problem. However, due to the result of the experiment, we don't use the coverage mechanism in this work.
OUR MODELS
With the attribute information, our input is a triple I = (X , U , P), where X is the review word sequence, U is the user ID and P is the product ID. We totally propose four models. The first three models directly introduce attribute information into the pointer-generator network. The last model is a novel model that can fuse the text and attribute information with a memory network to generate the final summary.
AttrEnc, AttrDec, and AttrEncDec Model
Our first model AttrEnc introduces the attribute information into the encoder. We treat U and P as special words and put them at the beginning of review text. They are embedded just like other words. The attention mechanism makes sure that the decoder will not forget the two special words. In the second model AttrDec, we add the attribute information into the decoder. The user ID and product ID are embedded separately and fed into the decoder at every step. We can replace the Eq.(2) with:
where u and p are the user embedding and product embedding. The third model AttrEncDec is a combination of the first two models. The user embedding and product embedding are fed into the encoder and decoder simultaneously. We design the three models to test whether the attribute information is helpful.
MemAttr Model
The above three models have shortcomings in common: the representation of attribute information is just attribute embedding, which may be not enough; the fusion of text and attribute information is too simple. To solve these problems, we propose a novel model called MemAttr. It is composed of a Text Encoder, an Attribute Encoder, a Memory Network, and a Decoder. The structure of MemAttr is illustrated in Figure 1 . The Text Encoder (colored green) and the Attribute Encoder (colored yellow) encode text and attribute information respectively. After the two encoders, we can get the text representation r t and attribute representation r a :
where W s and bs are learnable parameters. Intuitively, the fixed-size attribute embedding maybe not enough to capture the user and product information. So we propose a Memory Network (colored orange). The structure of the Memory Network is illustrated in Figure 2 . The Memory Network includes a user memory and a product memory, storing the top-k similar reviews of the same user or product. The reviews are encoded using the same GRU as the Text Encoder, and the summaries are encoded with another GRU. We use the review vectors as keys and summary vectors as values. The query process can be stacked several times as in [11] . We combine each memory's output to obtain the Memory Network output r m :
where query u t is the t-th query to user memory, review u i and sum u i are the i-th review and summary vector in user memory. The operation on the product memory is similar, which is omitted. Then the Encoder Fusion layer merges r t , r a and r m into a common representation r , which will be used to initialize the decoder:
(17) r = P e,1 r t + P e,2 r a + P e,3 r m
where P e is a 3-dimensional weights, W s and bs are learnable parameters. We also add an auxiliary vector e, which will be fed into the decoder at each step:
In the attention mechanism, we also design an Attention Fusion layer. It fuses text context vector c t , attribute context vector c a and memory context vector c m :
where P c is also a 3-dimensional weights, c t and c a are computed according to Eq.(3)-(4), c m is obtained from r m , c is the final context vector, W s and bs are learnable parameters. Then we use c to predict the next word according to Eq.(6)- (8) . In the training phase, we minimize the negative log-likelihood between the generated summary y and the reference y:
where x is the input sequence and θ is model parameters.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Dataset
We build our dataset based on the Amazon review dataset provided by [4] . It includes 142.8 million samples with review text, summary, user/product ID. However, the original dataset is sparse, with many users and products appearing only once. So we clip the dataset iteratively and only reserve reviews between active users and popular products. This results in a dataset containing 167k reviews between 3080 users and 3329 products. Each user has at least 20 reviews and each product is reviewed by at least 20 users. We randomly choose 5000 samples for validation, 5000 samples for test, and the rest for training. The datasets and the codes can be found at https://github.com/PKULiuHui/ReviewSum.
Evaluation Metric and Model Details
We employ ROUGE score [7] as our evaluation metric. Following the previous work [10] , we use ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L F1 score as the evaluation metrics. We train our model with 300-dimension glove word embedding [12] trained on Amazon review data. We reserve the words appearing at least 20 times. We set the hidden size to 512, memory size to 10, and memory layer to 2. We use Adam Optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.0001, and use dropout with probability p = 0.1. We clip the gradients to the maximum norm of 5.0. The batch size is 32 and we train our models for a total of 10 epochs.
Comparision between Different Models
The baseline models of our task include: Seq2Seq model (Seq2Seq), Seq2Seq model with attention mechanism (Seq2SeqAttn) [9] , a global encoding model (GlobalEnc) [8] , a hierarchical model jointly perform text summarization and sentiment classification (HSSC) [10] , and Pointer-Generator Network (PGN) [14] . The results on our test set is shown in Table 1 .
Models
Rouge- As shown in Table 1 , our four models outperform the baseline models with a large margin, proving the helpfulness of the attribute information. Among the baseline models, PGN model achieves the best performance, indicating that the copy mechanism is very useful in our task. Among our first three models, AttrEnc performs better. Our novel model MemAttr performs best, improving 4.12 percentage on Rouge-1 compared to PGN, which shows that our approach is very effective. 
Ablation Study
To verify the effectiveness of our MemAttr model, we design an ablation study. We remove one component at a time and test the performance change: removing the Attribute Encoder (-Attr), removing the Memory Network (-Mem), replacing the Fusion layer with a simple linear transformation (-Fusion), removing the auxiliary vector e (-e). The results are shown in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , the complete MemAttr model performs best, while removing each component results in performance degradation. Among all the components, we can find that the Attribute Encoder and the Memory Network are the most important, removing either one will lead to great performance degradation. This proves our intuition that simple attribute representation is not enough. The Fusion layers are also important. In contrast, the auxiliary vector e is less important.
Case Study
Review: When Spider-Man came out people were finally happy to see a comic book movie do justice. The X-Men movie also came out around this time but before this, Superman: the movie reigned as the best example of a comic book movie, and this is in no way to say that Superman: the movie or the first Batman are done badly. They could have been even better. Spider-Man gives you a great character, plenty of action, and a great storyline. It's what action movies strive to do. And Sam Raimi was the perfect director for this one. With the evil dead(book of the dead limited edition) and the evil dead 2(book of the dead limited edition) people knoew he could give these films justice... and did he ever. These are two of the most packed dvd's in history. It disects the movie from every angle. Two commentaries, a trivia track, plenty of featirettes, and who knows what else are included on these discs. A must have for all comic book fans. Highly recommended .
Reference a comic book movie done right Seq2SeqAttn the best of the series HSSC great movie , great special edition PGN spider-man : the x-men movie MemAttr a great comic book movie Table 3 : Different models' output of the same review.
We show a test case in Table 3 . The review is about a comic book movie. The user compares it to several other comic movies and thinks highly of this product. Toward the same review, Seq2SeqAttn model and HSSC model show the right sentiment but generate irrelevant words. The PGN model copies the wrong part of the review. Our MemAttr model can capture the user and product features and generate a better review summary.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we explore introducing user and product information into product review summarization. We propose four neural models and the best model outperform strong baselines with a large margin. In the future, we will try to include the rating score information and explore other approaches to leverage attribute information.
